Laparoscopic personalized function-preserving gastrectomy with sentinel node mapping for early-stage gastric cancer
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Abstract

Laparoscopic gastrectomy is considered as an indispensable option between endoscopic resection and standard gastrectomy with open laparotomy for patients with early-stage gastric cancer. However, the extent of gastrectomy and remnant gastric function may affect patients’ quality of life (QOL) after surgery. Therefore, function-preserving gastrectomy in addition to laparoscopic surgery could be considered in patients with early-stage gastric cancer. A prospective multicenter trial and meta-analyses of sentinel node (SN) mapping and biopsy for early-stage gastric cancer have demonstrated favorable SN detection rates and accuracy of nodal metastatic status. Although a combination of radioactive colloids with blue dyes as tracers is currently considered as the promising procedure of SN mapping in early-stage gastric cancer, several new technologies, such as indocyanine green fluorescence imaging, may markedly improve its accuracy. For early-stage gastric cancer, the development of laparoscopic personalized minimized gastrectomy with SN mapping may help retain patients’ QOL after surgery. A recently developed full-thickness partial gastrectomy with SN mapping and basin dissection would become a reliable minimally invasive gastrectomy for treating patients with cN0 early-stage gastric cancer.
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INTRODUCTION

In East Asian countries, such as Japan and Korea, early-stage gastric cancer (cT1) is identified in many patients owing to endoscopic diagnosis and surveillance[1]. Nowadays endoscopic submucosal dissection
(ESD) is accepted as a less invasive procedure without gastrectomy for the resection of cT1 gastric cancer\textsuperscript{[1]}. Laparoscopic gastrectomy is considered as an indispensable option between ESD and distal or total gastrectomy with open laparotomy for early-stage gastric cancer\textsuperscript{[2]}. Laparoscopic distal gastrectomy (LDG) is comparable with open distal gastrectomy for early gastric cancer, and can be performed in clinical practice\textsuperscript{[3,4]}. Many patients with gastric cancer currently undergo LDG and laparoscopic total gastrectomy (LTG) with standard lymphadenectomy\textsuperscript{[1-4]}. LDG and LTG contribute to better aesthetics and earlier postoperative recovery after surgery\textsuperscript{[5]}. However, the extent of gastrectomy and remnant gastric function may affect patients’ quality of life (QOL) after surgery, resulting in several complications such as dumping syndrome and loss of body weight due to the disturbance of oral food intake. Therefore, function-preserving gastrectomy in addition to laparoscopic surgery could be considered in patients with early-stage gastric cancer indicated for these procedures.

Function-preserving minimized gastrectomy procedures, including partial and segmental gastrectomy, with modified lymphadenectomy are thought to improve postoperative gastric function compared to the standard gastrectomy. However, certain incidences of nodal skip metastasis in the second compartment or unpredicted station remain to be solved in these procedures. The sentinel node (SN) mapping and biopsy could overcome these issues as a novel intraoperative examination for accurate diagnosis of nodal metastasis in early-stage gastric cancer.

The SN is considered as the first lymph node(s) receiving lymphatic drainage from the primary tumor site\textsuperscript{[6,7]}, and are regarded to be the first possible node(s) of metastasis from the primary lesion. Theoretically if SNs are pathologically negative for cancer metastasis, unnecessary extended lymphadenectomy can be avoided. SN navigation surgery is defined as a less invasive surgical procedure with modified lymphadenectomy by the diagnosis of SN metastasis. SN navigation surgery can prevent unnecessary lymphadenectomy and the occurrence of associated postoperative complications, and result in improving the patients’ QOL.

SN mapping and biopsy were firstly utilized in breast cancer and melanoma, and subsequently attempted to other solid tumors\textsuperscript{[7-9]}. Several studies involving SN mapping and biopsy for early-stage gastric cancer showed favorable SN detection rates and accuracy to predict nodal metastatic status\textsuperscript{[10,11]}. Based on the studies, we have been developing a novel approach which combines laparoscopic function-preserving gastrectomy with SN mapping.

**LAPAROSCOPIC SN MAPPING AND BIOPSY PROCEDURES FOR GASTRIC CANCER**

Combination of radioactive colloids with blue or green dyes as a dual tracer method is currently thought to be the standard procedure for successful SN mapping in early-stage gastric cancer\textsuperscript{[10,11]}. The accumulation of radioactive colloids in SN enables the detection of SN using hand-held gamma probes. In addition, blue dye is useful for real-time visualization of lymphatic flow even in laparoscopic surgery. Technetium\textsuperscript{99m} tin colloids and technetium\textsuperscript{99m} sulfur colloids are mainly utilized as radioactive tracers, and indocyanine green (ICG) is commonly used for dye tracer.

In our institutions, the indication to SN mapping and biopsy is currently limited to the patients with clinical T1 tumors over the ESD criteria, primary tumors of < 4 cm in tumor diameter, with clinical N0 gastric cancer\textsuperscript{[10,11]}. In our institution, 2.0 mL (150 MBq) of technetium\textsuperscript{99m} tin colloid is injected endoscopically a day before surgery into the submucosal layer surrounding the primary lesion. Injection of the tracer into the submucosal layer using an endoscopic puncture needle facilitates more accurate tracer administration than laparoscopic injections from the seromuscular site of the gastric wall. Technetium\textsuperscript{99m} tin colloid which has relatively large particle size (approximately 200 nm in diameter) accumulates in the SNs after the endoscopic injection into the primary tumor site.
Blue or green dyes are also injected in the submucosal layer at primary lesion in a similar manner right after surgery began. Blue- or green-stained lymphatic vessels as well as lymph nodes are visualized during laparoscopic observation within 15 min after the injection. A hand-held gamma detector is also useful to locate the radioactive SN accurately. Moreover, laparoscopic gamma probing is feasible using a gamma detector which is available via trocar ports. For intraoperative SN biopsy, the pickup method is commonly employed in breast cancer and melanoma. However, the intraoperative SN sampling for gastric cancer should be accompanied with sentinel lymphatic basin dissection, which is a selected lymphatic basin dissection including identified SN. The lymphatic basins around the stomach are currently divided into five basins along the main gastric arteries: basins along left gastric artery, right gastric artery, left gastroepiploic artery, right gastroepiploic artery, and posterior gastric artery.

ICG has excitation and fluorescence wavelengths in the near-infrared range. Many studies have clearly demonstrated the clinical utility of intraoperative ICG infrared imaging for laparoscopic SN mapping using infrared ray electronic endoscopy (IREE) to date. IREE is useful to visualize ICG-stained lymphatic vessels and SN more clearly than normal laparoscopy. Subsequently, ICG fluorescence imaging was also developed as a reliable novel technique for SN mapping. SN can be clearly visualized using laparoscopic ICG fluorescence imaging in comparison with conventional normal light imaging. Although the efficacy of ICG infrared or fluorescence imaging should be carefully evaluated by further prospective studies regarding SN detection rate and accuracy to predict the nodal metastasis, and compared with radio-guided methods, the new technologies may markedly improve the accuracy of laparoscopic SN mapping and biopsy in early-stage gastric cancer.

FEASIBILITY OF SN MAPPING IN GASTRIC CANCER

Until now, approximately 100 single institutional studies of SN mapping have indicated favorable SN detection rate and accuracy to predict nodal metastasis for early-stage gastric cancer. These results are as good as those of SN mapping for breast cancer and melanoma. A meta-analysis, which consisted of 38 SN mapping studies including 2128 patients with gastric cancer, showed that the SN detection rate and accuracy of nodal status determination were 94% and 92%, respectively. The study also indicated that SN mapping for gastric cancer is reliable especially in patients with T1 tumor, use of dual tracers and submucosal injections of tracers.

A Japanese group previously conducted a prospective multicenter trial (UMIN ID: 000000476) to evaluate the feasibility of SN mapping for gastric cancer using the dual tracer method. In this study, SN mapping and biopsy were performed for 397 patients with cT1N0M0 or cT2N0M0 single tumor with primary lesion diameter of < 4 cm and those without any previous treatment. To estimate the accuracy of the SN mapping, D2 or modified D2 gastrectomy was essentially performed for enrolled patients after SN mapping according to the guidelines for standard care by The Japan Gastric Cancer Association.

As the results of the study, the SN detection rate was 97.5% (387 of 397), and 14.7% of patients (57 of 387) showed lymph node metastasis. Fifty-three (93.0%) of the 57 patients with nodal metastasis showed positive SN for metastasis. False-negative rate was 7% (4 of 57), and the overall accuracy to determine nodal metastatic status based on SN mapping was 99.0% (383 of 387). Of the 53 patients with positive SN, 32 (60.4%) had nodal metastases limited to only SN. Of the 21 SN-positive/non-SN-positive patients, 15 (71.4%) had metastatic non-SN located within SN basins and 6 (28.6%) had metastatic non-SN located outside the SN basins but within the extent of the D2 lymphadenectomy. Of the 4 patients with false-negative SN biopsy, 3 patients had either primary tumors of more than 4-cm diameter or pT2 tumor or both, and only 1 patient who...
had a primary tumor more than 4-cm had a metastatic non-SN outside the SN basin. The prospective multicenter trial verified that SN mapping for gastric cancer is technically feasible and reliable regarding SN detection rate and overall accuracy. The study would provide perspectives on the future of minimally invasive personalized gastrectomy based on SN mapping for early-stage gastric cancer.

MINIMALLY INVASIVE GASTRECTOMY BASED ON SN MAPPING IN EARLY-STAGE GASTRIC CANCER

Pathological status of SN and distribution of SN basins would provide the information in minimizing the extent of gastric resection and avoiding distal or total gastrectomy with D2 lymphadenectomy. Laparoscopic function-preserving gastrectomy for cT1N0 gastric cancers, including partial/wedge resection, segmental gastrectomy, proximal gastrectomy, and pylorus-preserving gastrectomy would be determined based on the SN status for each patient [Figure 1][18-20]. Retention of patients' QOL in addition to earlier postoperative recovery could be obtained using laparoscopic minimized gastrectomy with SN mapping.

Ichikura et al.[21] previously reported 35 patients with limited gastrectomy such as wedge resection and segmental gastrectomy with SN basin dissection for early gastric cancer with pathologically negative SN biopsy. As the results showed, all patients could survive without any recurrence of tumor in the study. Moreover the extent of the resected stomach in patients with limited gastrectomy was significantly less than that in patients with the standard gastrectomy. Based on these studies, our group in Japan has been conducting a multicenter prospective trial (UMIN ID: 000014401) which aims to elucidate laparoscopic function-preserving gastrectomy with SN mapping and SN basin dissection regarding long-term survival and postoperative patients’ QOL for patients with clinical T1NoM0 gastric cancer with primary lesions of < 4 cm in tumor diameter. In the study, en-bloc SN basin dissection including SN even in patients with SN-negative for metastasis is thought to be essential to warrant the curability of the surgery because of certain possibility of false-negative SN. A Korean group has also been conducting a prospective multicenter randomized controlled trial to clarify the oncological safety, including long-term survival, of laparoscopic function-preserving gastrectomy with SN basin dissection compared with laparoscopic standard gastrectomy[22].
A combination of ESD with laparoscopic SN mapping for early-stage gastric cancer views another desirable option as a new minimally invasive stomach-preserving treatment. When all SNs are pathologically negative for metastasis in laparoscopic SN mapping and biopsy, then theoretically, ESD instead of gastrectomy might be sufficient for the curative resection of cT1 gastric cancer beyond the ESD criteria[20,23]. However, further studies are needed to certify the reliability of laparoscopic SN mapping with ESD.

Currently, LDG or LTG is frequently employed in patients with early-stage gastric cancer based on the pathological assessment of primary lesion obtained using ESD in the practice. Until now, whether SN mapping would be feasible or not even after ESD remains unknown. One of the most important concerns is that the lymphatic flow from the primary lesion to the original SN might be altered after ESD. However, a previous study reported that at least the SN basin was not markedly changed by ESD prior to surgery[20,23]. Laparoscopic limited gastrectomy based on SN mapping and biopsy could be feasible even after ESD.

NONEXPOSED ENDOSCOPIC WALL-INVERSION SURGERY WITH MINIMALLY INVASIVE SN BIOPSY

In laparoscopic partial gastrectomy, the demarcation line of the primary tumor cannot be identified accurately because the approach of gastrectomy is usually from the outside of the stomach. Therefore, a wider resection of the stomach cannot be avoided to prevent a positive surgical margin of primary tumor site. Recently, a new technique called nonexposed endoscopic wall-inversion surgery (NEWS) has been developed. The procedure is a full-thickness partial resection of the stomach, which can minimize the extent of gastric resection using endoscopic and laparoscopic surgeries without transluminal access designed to resect early-stage gastric cancer. In our ongoing clinical trial, the cases of NEWS with laparoscopic SN mapping and sentinel basin dissection have been accumulated in cT1N0M0 early-stage gastric cancer [Figure 2][24,25].

In brief, after placing circumferential mucosal markings of primary tumor, ICG was endoscopically injected into the submucosal layer around the primary lesion to identify the SNs [Figure 3][24]. The SN basin including SNs was dissected, and no metastasis in all SN was confirmed by intraoperative pathological examinations. After the SN mapping and biopsy, NEWS was performed for the resection

---

**Figure 2.** Schema of nonexposed endoscopic wall-inversion surgery (NEWS) with laparoscopic sentinel node mapping and sentinel lymphatic basin dissection for early-stage gastric cancer
Figure 3. Nonexposed endoscopic wall-inversion surgery (NEWS) with laparoscopic sentinel node (SN) mapping and sentinel lymphatic basin dissection for early-stage gastric cancer. (A) Indocyanine green (ICG) was endoscopically injected into the submucosal layer around the primary lesion; (B) ICG fluorescence imaging results in clear visualization of SNs and lymphatics; (C) laparoscopic circumferential seromuscular incision surrounding the primary tumor; (D and E) laparoscopic seromuscular suturing and inversion of the primary tumor site to the inside of the stomach; (F) endoscopic circumferential mucosal and submucosal incision for primary tumor resection; (G) endoscopically retrieved primary tumor
of primary tumor site. After placing circumferential serosal markings laparoscopically, submucosal injection was endoscopically administered. Next, circumferential seromuscular incision of the primary tumor and suturing of outer edge of the seromuscular incision were laparoscopically performed, with the primary lesion inverted to the inside of the stomach. Subsequently, the circumferential mucosal and submucosal incision of the primary lesion was endoscopically added, and the primary lesion was perorally removed [Figure 3].

NEWS in combination with laparoscopic SN mapping enables us to minimize the area of gastric resection as full-thickness partial gastrectomy in patients with SN-negative for metastasis[25]. NEWS does not require intentional perforation of the gastric wall during the procedure. Therefore we can apply this technique for treating gastric cancers without the risk of iatrogenic dissemination of tumor cells into the peritoneum and abdominal cavity. The NEWS combined with laparoscopic SN mapping are expected to become a promising minimally invasive, function-preserving gastrectomy to cure cN0 early-stage gastric cancer.

LIMITATION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVE OF SN NAVIGATION SURGERY
Many single institutional studies and the prospective multicenter trial of SN mapping and biopsy for early-stage gastric cancer have demonstrated acceptable SN detection rates and accuracy to predict nodal metastatic status. However, SN mapping techniques in details such as the choice of dyes, dual or single tracer methods, and the timing of tracer injection need to be standardized for universal application of SN biopsy in clinical practice. In addition, proper indication of laparoscopic function-preserving gastrectomy such as laparoscopic local resection with SN navigation surgery based on the tumor location has not been verified yet. Also, further improvement in SN navigation techniques should be required for more accurate SN mapping. Results of ongoing Japanese and Korean prospective trials would be expected to verify the postoperative patients’ QOL and long-term survival in patients undergoing laparoscopic function-preserving gastrectomy with SN mapping.

CONCLUSION
For early-stage gastric cancer, good prognosis can currently be guaranteed by conventional standard gastrectomy. However, the personalized, minimally invasive treatments retaining the patients’ QOL have to be developed as a next step. Although further studies are required for careful evaluation, laparoscopic function-preserving gastrectomy, such as full-thickness partial gastrectomy, in combination with laparoscopic SN mapping would become an ideal strategy to reach the goal.
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